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for all g'EG either Sg'QS or SQSg'.
(6)  There exists a family 2 of subsets of G such that e = flses 5 and

for all gEG and 5£S either SgQS or SQSg.
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NONEXTENDIBILITY CONDITIONS ON MUTUALLY
ORTHOGONAL LATIN SQUARES

E. T. PARKER

In this note are proved two theorems which impose restrictions on

the structure of sets of mutually orthogonal latin squares. The corol-

lary yields a version stronger in a certain direction than a known

theorem on possible orders of subplanes of finite projective planes.

This work developed from study of the first pairs of orthogonal latin

squares of order 10, all of which had a pair of orthogonal latin sub-

squares of order 3 ([l; 2, pp. 198-200]; another unpublished con-

struction was found by Bose and Shrikhande). There exist pairs of

orthogonal latin squares of order 10 having no pair of orthogonal

latin subsquares of order 3; examples were generated with UN I VAC®

M-460 Computer, programmed by the author [3]. The arguments in

this note depend on inequalities. A theorem of Mann [4; 5] on orthog-

onal latin squares of orders 4£ + 2 was proved using inequalities and

parities. The author feels that some combination of his own and

Mann's methods might lead to better theorems.

Theorem 1. If a set of t mutually orthogonal latin squares (m.o.l.s.)

of order n has a set of t mutually orthogonal latin subsquares (m.o.I.

subs.) of order r, with r <n, then n ^ (t + l)r.

Proof. Partition the rows and columns of the m.o.l.s. into sets of

m — r and r, with the m.o.l. subs, contained in the sets of r rows and r

columns. Designate the (n — r) X (n — r) block by 4, the rXr block

by D, and the two rectangular blocks by B and C. Let xi, • ■ • , xr
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be the symbols of all / m.o.l. subs. No symbol x< appears in block B

or C in any of the m.o.l.s., for all occurrences of x< in the r rows or

columns are in D containing the m.o.l. subs. Any row contains each

x, in each of the m.o.l.s. ; since B and C contain no x,-, any row of 4

contains each x< once in each of the t m.o.l.s. The latin squares in D

being mutually orthogonal by hypothesis, no cell of 4 can contain

symbols x¿ in distinct latin squares. Hence n — r^tr, proving Theo-

rem 1.

Theorem 2. If a set of t m.o.l.s. of order n has a set of t m.o.l. subs,

of order r, with r <n, and there exists a latin square of order n orthogonal

to all t m.o.l.s., then r^(n — r)/(t + l)+[r2/n], the bracket denoting

greatest integer.

(Note that the conclusion of Theorem 2 is stronger than that of

Theorem 1 if and only if r2/n is not an integer.)

Proof. A transversal to a set of m.o.l.s. of order « is a set of « cells,

one in each row, one in each column, and containing each symbol in

each latin square. Thus a latin square orthogonal to each of the set

of t m.o.l.s. is equivalent to a set of « transversals, no two having a

common cell. A, B, C, D; xi, ■ ■ ■ ,xr denote the same as in the proof

of Theorem 1. Let F be a transversal; let d be the number of cells of

D on T. In order that F contain one cell in each row and column, T

contains r — d cells in each of B and C; in turn T contains exactly

« — 2(r — d) — d — n — 2r+d cells of 4. Counting the x, separately for

each of the m.o.l. subs., F contains td symbols x, in D. As noted in

proving Theorem 1, B and C contain no x,-, and any cell of 4 contains

at most one symbol x¿ among all t m.o.l.s. Thus T contains at least

/r-/d cells of 4. Hence n-2r+d^tr-td. In turn (t + l)d^tr + 2r-n,

so that d^r — (n — r)/(t + l). The n transversals without common cell

include together all r2 cells of D; since noninteger counts are excluded,

some transversal T of the set contains at most [r2/n] cells of D, so

that d^ [r2/n] for this T. Hence [r2/n] =r — (« — r)/(t + l), complet-

ing the proof.

The most interesting application of these theorems is given by the

following

Corollary. If asetofr — 1 m.o.l.s. of order « has a set of r — 1 m.o.l.

subs, of order r, with r<n, and there exists a latin square of order n

orthogonal to all r—1 m.o.l.s., then n^r2; if n>r2, then n^.r2+r.

Proof. Set t = r—l in Theorems 1 and 2. The first part of the con-

clusion follows directly from Theorem 1 (with the last clause of

hypothesis of the corollary superfluous). If n>r2, then [r2/«] = 0, so
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that the conclusion of Theorem 2 is then r |(»- r)/r;  in turn

n^r2+r.

A complete set of 77— 1 m.o.l.s. of order 77 is equivalent to a projec-

tive plane of order 77. Thus a set of r — 1 m.o.l. subs, of order r cor-

responds to a subplane of order r if the set of m.o.l.s. of order 77 is

extended to a complete set. The Corollary has the same conclusion

with weaker hypothesis than the following theorem attributed by

M. Hall [6] to Brück (and by Brück to "folklore"): If a projective

plane of finite order n has a projective subplane of order r, with r<n,

then n^r2; if n>r2, then n^r2+r.

The author wishes to express thanks in print to his wife, Helen

Meister Parker, for much assistance with typescripts and proofread-

ing galley sheets.
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